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CAESAR GUERINI
GOES LIGHTWEIGHT
A lightweight shotgun has many advantages out on the field and Italian manufacturer
Caesar Guerini has some excellent options for you to consider, as Gun Trade World reveals.

L

ightweight
shotguns are
perfect tools for
hunters who are
always on the move
and who want
an easy-to-carry
shotgun for long days afield.
The last thing you want to
worry about is fatigue while
hunting game birds.
Every detail in the Caesar
Guerini line of guns is
carefully considered to reduce
weight and maintain balance.
The frame and forend iron are
machined from a solid forging
of the best-grade aluminium
alloy. Durability is ensured
through the use of hardened
steel at all high-wear points.
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Stainless steel inserts
in the breech
To make the gun as light as
possible and maintain perfect
balance, the Caesar Guerini
designers hollow the stock and
craft the forend hardware from
the same alloy as the receiver.
If you hunt on demanding
terrain or just appreciate a
light, responsive bird gun, here
are some options:
Tempio Light
The Tempio Light is one of
the company’s first models
and arguably the most
successful in its range of
hunting guns. In its first year
of production, the editors of

US-based Field & Stream
magazine awarded Caesar
Guerini the prestigious “Best
of the Best” award for new
shotguns for the Tempio.
The current engraving,
with ornamental scroll
and elegantly depicted
game scenes with tasteful
gold accents, is further
enhanced by a hand polished
coin finish protected by a
proprietary Invisalloy coating.
Additionally, it features a
semi-deluxe grade of Turkish
walnut complemented by
a hand-rubbed oil finish,
providing a lustrous glow
to the wood. Its low-profile
receiver matched with a trim
Prince-of-Wales style stock

and Schnabel forend make
the shotgun a perfect match
for fast game birds.
Magnus Light
The Magnus Light is
designed to appeal to the
discerning hunter who
appreciates a classic shotgun
with timeless qualities. The
elegantly sculpted side plate
receiver features an upgraded
engraving with ornamental
scroll, depicting pheasants
and woodcock game scenes
embellished with gold. The
unique side plates have no
pins or screws allowing for
a perfectly smooth receiver
with uninterrupted engraving.
The Magnus series receives a

CAESAR GUERINI

ELLIPSE EVO LIGHT

“Every detail in the
Caesar Guerini line of guns
is carefully considered.”

TEMPIO LIGHT
deluxe grade Turkish walnut
stock with a traditional hand
rubbed oil finish to enhance
the highly figured grain. The
meticulously fitted wood butt
plate allows for snag-free gun
mounts and adds a custom
look and feel. The grip is in
the Prince-of-Wales style. The
forend is a Schnabel design
and incorporates an Anson
button latch identical to the
most expensive British guns.
If you hunt on demanding
terrain or just appreciate a
light, responsive bird gun, the
Magnus Light is the shotgun
of choice.
Caesar Guerini Ellipse
Evo Light
Faster than a grouse’s
wing tip, sleeker than a
pheasant’s tail feather – the
Ellipse Evo Light, with a
graceful rounded action and

streamlined stock, handles,
feels and looks like one of the
world’s best handmade round
body shotguns. Every detail,
from the engraving created
to accentuate the curve of
the action, to something as
obscure as the shape of the
trigger has been obsessed
over. This is not a quick
makeover of existing models;
the barrels, action and stock
are all different. The Ellipse
Evo is embellished with an
understated border engraving
pattern and is coated with an
Invisalloy protective finish.
Through the use of special
lightweight alloy, Caesar
Guerini has created the first
and only ultra-light round
body over-and-under shotgun.
The stock is crafted from
deluxe Turkish walnut and
finished in a hand rubbed
oil finish. The result is an

elegant round body shotgun
reminiscent of fine British
guns from years gone by.
All models are available
in 12,20,28 and .410 gauges
barrelled 26in, 28in or 30in.
Weights may vary based
on wood density and barrel
length, the average weight
for the 28in barrel version
is about 2.7kg in 12 gauge
and 2.5kg in 20, 28, and .410
gauges.
Every field gun comes
with ABS hard case and five
precision patterned flush
chokes (CYL, IC, M, IM, F).
A plastic choke case is also
included.
About
Caesar Guerini has always
strived to combine outstanding
reliability and performance
with classic elegance in its
firearms, becoming the perfect

link between hunters and prey.
Its wide range of products
has been created for a refined
and demanding public who
want firearms with impeccable
mechanisms, excellent ballistic
performance, easy and safe
handling features and exacting
attention to detail.
Prestigious shotguns whose
features have been studied with
almost maniacal precision and
have been gauged to their use.
Caesar Guerini says that
using one of its shotguns
means using a gun suitable
for all hunting or competition
situations and one that always
performs to the highest
expectations of the most
demanding hunter or target
shooter.

www.caesarguerini.it
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